The competition, coexistence and cooperation of various orders in low-dimensional materials like spin, charge, topological orders and charge-density-wave has been one of the most intriguing issues in condensed matter physics. In particular, layered transition metal dichalcogenides provide an ideal platform for studying such an interplay with a notable case of 1T -TaS2 featuring Mottinsulating ground state, charge-density-wave, spin frustration and emerging superconductivity together. We investigated local electronic states of Se-substituted 1T -TaS2 by scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy (STM/STS), where superconductivity emerges from the unique Mott-CDW state. Spatially resolved STS measurements reveal that an apparent V-shape pseudogap forms at the Fermi Level (EF ), with the origin of the electronic states splitting and transformation from the Mott states, and the CDW gaps are largely preserved. The formation of the pseudogap has little correlation to the variation of local Se concentration, but appears to be a global characteristics. Furthermore, the correlation length of local density of states (LDOS) diverges at the Fermi energy and decays rapidly at high energies. The spatial correlation shows a power-law decay close to the Fermi energy. Our statistics analysis of the LDOS indicates that our system exhibits weak multifractal behavior of the wave functions. These findings strongly support a correlated metallic state induced by disorder in our system, which provides an new insight into the novel mechanism of emerging superconductivity in the two-dimensional correlated electronic systems.
ii various electronic orders [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Among many TMDs materials, 1T -TaS 2 is an even more intriguing example, which exhibits a wide variety of CDW phases with different degree of incommensuration [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . In particular, a metalinsulator transition occurs when the fully commensurate CDW phase develops and a Mott insulating state forms, with its unique Mott-CDW ground state where the electron correlation would play a crucial role leading probably to exotic quantum states. Recently, it has been found that the Mott-CDW ground state can be transformed into various quasimetallic and superconducting states by applying high pressure [21] , charge doping [22] [23] [24] [25] or isovalent substitution of S with Se [26] [27] [28] [29] . However, the microscopic mechanism for the emerging superconductivity has been elusive. Especially, the general understanding of the superconducting order brought by suppressing commensurate or incommensurate CDW orders has not been established. Various phenomenological ideas were proposed such as the superconductivity due to conductive domain wall networks [21] , the disordered Mott insulator [25] or the ordered superstructure [26] , which do not converge at all. This problem is closely related to the possible unconventional superconductivity issue raised in the 2D limit of the layered transition metal dichalcogenides [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . More fundamentally, this system provides an important and unique platform to investigate how entangled Mott and CDW gaps evolve upon the charge doping, domain walls and the random disorder.
In the present work, we investigate the local electronic structure of Se-substituted 1T -TaS 2 (1T -TaSSe with a S:Se ration close to 1:1 and a maximized superconducting temperature) by STM/STS probing simultaneously the atomic lattice, charge modulations and spectral functions with high spatial and energy resolution. The ordered superstructure was directly observed, in which the CDW order and its energy gaps are largely preserved. On the other hand, the melting of the Mott gap into a pseudogap was identified clearly, indicating an insulator to metal transition occurred in 1T -TaSSe. Moreover, we found that this metallic behavior is not correlated to the local Se concentration but has a global characteristics. The domain walls are found to be not important in the pseudogap formation. Furthermore, we evidenced that the local density of states (LDOS) exhibits a diverging spatial correlation length at the Fermi energy and weak multifractal characteristics of the wave functions. The global melting of the Mott gap into metallic states together with the weak multifractality of the wave functions strongly support the disordered Mott insulator scenario in the present case. Based on a few theoretical proposals [30] [31] [32] [33] , we claim that the disordered Mott insulator scenario provides a novel mechanism responsible for the emerging superconductivity. The present work suggests it promising to discover an exotic quantum state around the superconducting quantum critical regime with strong disorder in charge and strong frustration in spin [34] . More generally, this work suggests that the disorder can be another controllable parameter in 2D material systems, providing a planform to manipulate the correlated system to realize unique properties, which is more interesting and attractive for both physics and functionality.
Results

Structural characterization of the Se substituted 1T -TaS 2
Pristine 1T -TaS 2 has a layered structure with a triangular lattice of Ta atoms sandwiched by layers of S atoms in an octahedral coordination [35, 36] . At low temperature it develops a long-range CDW order where thirteen Ta atoms form a David-star CDW cluster as shown in Figs. 1a and 1b. Se atoms are known to substitute randomly S atoms with the David-star CDW structure intact [29] . Each CDW cluster would have a different number of S or • CDW phase, which splits into domains of two different orientations by a 30
• rotation between them. The domain walls are marked by the white lines. d and e display the enlarged (10×10 nm 2 ) STM topographic images (V s = 800 mV and I t = 50 pA ). The ordered CDW superstructure is preserved, but the brightness contrasts of the individual CDW maxima are obviously different. The white, green and blue color circles correspond to bright, medium and dim contrasts in the images. f dI/dV spectra of the 1T -TaSSe averaged over the CDW maxima. The thick curves in black, green and blue color are averaged over CDW maxima in different groups as marked by white, green and blue circles in c-e. The thin black curves are the spectra for individual CDW clusters of the corresponding group.
Se atoms. Fig. 1c displays a topographic image of 1T -TaSSe on a 60×60 nm 2 area. The image exhibits a periodic intensity variation, in which the bright contrast corresponds to the CDW maxima of each David star cluster. The overall √ 13 × √ 13 CDW order can be identified clearly (Supplementary Fig. S1 and S2) and the basic feature of the STM image is the same as 1T -TaS 2 . The periodicity of the CDW superstructure can be extracted from the line profile ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ), which is about 1.238 ± 0.009 nm larger than that of pristine 1T -TaS 2 (1.21 nm) due to the larger atomic radius of Se. Furthermore, another obvious difference from 1T -TaS 2 is the irregular domain boundaries between the translated or rotated CDW domains, as indicated by white lines in Fig. 1c . The domain size varies between roughly 20 and 50 nm. Moreover, a closer inspection in Figs. 1d and 1e reveals that the brightness of the CDW maxima are different from a unitcell to the other. This is thought to be due to the difference in the local Se concentration, as detailed in a recent STM work [37] . We quantify the topographic height (contrast) difference in the STM images with various different bias and classify the unitcells into four different groups ( Supplementary Fig.   S3 ). Three of them are indicated in Figs. 1c, 1d and 1e by different color circles. The white, green and blue color circles correspond to bright, medium and dim contrasts, respectively.
Spectroscopic characterization of the Se substituted 1T -TaS 2
In order to investigate detailed electronic structures, spatially resolved STS measurements were performed on various CDW unitcells with different topographic contrast as shown in Figs. 1f and Supplementary Fig. S4 . The spectra from the CDW clusters within each group with similar brightness contrasts show a rather large variation between unitcells ( Fig. 1f and Supplementary Fig. S4 ), which is not observed in pristine 1T -TaS 2 [38] . However, the iv averaged spectra for CDW clusters with similar contrast are compared with those of different groups, as shown in Fig.   1f (also Supplementary Fig. S4 ). Obviously, the difference between groups is not larger than that between individual CDW clusters within a given group, which indicates that the features of the spectra are not correlated with the topographic contrasts. The topographic contrasts, that is, the corrugation of S-Se layer, was suggested to represent the Se concentration of each CDW cluster. Therefore, the local electronic structure is not correlated with the local Se concentration. This result is contradictory to the very recent work, which reported that the local electronic states of the individual clusters are highly dependent on their topographic contrasts with locally defined band gaps [37] .
However, no systematic variation of the spectra feature depending on the local topographic contrasts was observed in our measurements. This point will be discussed further below.
Instead, the spectra averaged over CDW clusters are rather well established in spite of the variation in the corrugation of the S-Se layer, especially for the spectral features near the Fermi energy. Figs. 2a and 2b compare the dI/dV spectra averaged over many CDW maxima and minima, respectively. This can also be corroborated visually in the measured LDOS maps over ten neighboring CDW unitcells in Fig. 2 c-h (also Supplementary Fig. S5 ). All these LDOS maps for major spectral features indicate the CDW pattern clearly. It is thus obvious that the local variation of the Se concentration does not override the periodic spatial modulation of the major spectral features.
Pseudogap formation of the Se substituted 1T -TaS 2
However, at the same time, the overall spectral change induced by the Se substitution is very prominent in the averaged spectra. The spectra of the 1T -TaS 2 feature the multiple gap structure, notably the Mott gap with upper and lower Hubbard band (UHB and LHB) states at +230 and -130 mV and the CDW gap edges at +420 mV and -370 mV [38] . In contrast, 1T -TaSSe exhibits a rather enhanced CDW gap with edges at +530 mV and -400 mV.
The separation between UHB state and the upper CDW gap edge is noticeably widened, which is also the common The origin of the major spectral features can further be checked by their spatial characteristics revealed in the LDOS maps ( Fig. 2 c-h ). The LDOS maps at energies of +520 and -440 mV have strong enhancements at CDW minima, which is consistent with the spatial variation of CDW gap edges in the pristine 1T -TaS 2 [38] . In clear contrast, the states at +240 and -168 mV are enhanced at CDW maxima. This is consistent with the spatial variation of UHB and LHB states in the pristine sample [38] as they are localized on central Ta atoms of David-star CDW clusters. Very importantly, the newly formed in-gap states at +64 and -72 mV are also concentrated on the CDW maxima regions.
This spatial characteristics confirms the idea that the pseudogap spectral weights are transferred from UHB and LHB −γ , with γ = 1.08 ± 0.01. The inset shows the decay of the spatial correlation at two representative energies. The red and blue color lines correspond to the energy at -10 mV and + 100 mV, respevtively. h The normalized histogram of the LDOS maps at -10 mV, +10 mV and +100 mV, as denoted by red, green and blue color circles. The solid lines correspond to the Gaussian fittings. The inset displays multifractal spectra f (α) calculated from the same LDOS maps at -10 mV, +10 mV and +100 mV. The multifractal spectra f (α) exhibit the parabolic shape with the maximum position locating at d + (where d = 2.0 and 1), indicating the weak-multifractality behavior of the electronic states.
by extracting the correlation length in the angle-averaged autocorrelation function of the LDOS maps [39] . The extracted correlation lengths as a function of the energies are shown in Fig. 3g , which diverges at the Fermi energy and are suppressed away from E F . The correlation lengths as a function of the energies follow (E − E F ) −γ , with γ = 1.08 ± 0.01. The spatial correlation is established only very close to the Fermi level and decays rapidly at higher energies. The inset of Fig. 3g shows the distance dependence of the correlation (spatial correlation) at different energies, which follows power-law decay close to the Fermi energy (at -10mV) and fall off exponentially away from the Fermi energy (at +100mV). These observations together with the divergence of the correlation lengths are indication of the present system close to the critical regime associated with metal-insulator transition, which usually lead to the electronic states exhibiting multifractal behavior.
The multifractality is related to the scale invariant nature of critical wave functions near Anderson transition. The nature of the critical wave functions can be further analyzed by their multifractal patterns through their singularity spectrum f (α) [39] , which describes all the fractal dimensions embedded in a spatial pattern and its probability distribution. The analysis of the multifractal spectra f (α) at different energies are shown in the inset of Fig. 3h (also Supplementary Fig. S9 ). In all the cases, the multifractal spectra f (α) exhibit the parabolic shape with the maximum position at α 0 = d+ (where d = 2.0 is the dimensional of the system and = 0.008, 0.005, 0.003 at different energies, which satisfy 1) demonstrating the weak-multifractality behavior, as expected for extended electronic states in two-dimensional systems [30] [31] [32] . To the best of our knowledge, the present system is the first one exhibiting vii the weak multifractality with the strong interaction. These behaviors are consistent signatures of disordered electronic states being close to the critical regime of an Anderson metal-insulator transition [40] [41] [42] .
Discussion
In summary, we investigated the Mott insulator to metallic state of 1T -TaS 2 upon isovalent Se substitution, in which the CDW gaps are largely preserved and the formation of the pseudogap has no correlation with the local Se concentration. We interpret the statistical analysis of the electronic state correlation in terms of multifractal wave function, which originates from the disorder. Our present findings are contradictory to the recent results [37] of the Mott gap collapse by shifting the Hubbard states through the Se substitition, which induces a charge transfer insulator. The authors claimed that the CDW clusters exhibit different local band gaps with very few metallic ones scattered [37] . We should note that such few isolated metallic clusters are not consistent at all with the emergence of superconductivity. Moreover, their results are not consistent with the ARPES study reporting the formation of an electron pocket [27] , which is possibly due to the deviation from the critical amount of disorder for the formation of a global pseudogap. Our own DFT calculations confirm this result but a very similar spectral change can also be induced by different S-Se configurations with the same Se concentration ( Supplementary Figs. S6 and S7) . However, such a spectral behavior is not reproduced at all in the present experiments. We note that DFT calculations deal only with fully regular periodic structures of a given concentration and a fixed S-Se configuration, while the reality is a largely disordered concentration and configuration over CDW clusters prohibiting any periodicity in principle. Futhermore, our present results is also not consistent with the connection of the ordered superstructure found in the TEM study to the superconductivity [26] . Such an extra ordering was not found in both the present work and the recent STM study [37] . More importantly, the CDW gaps are well preserved or even enhanced in our experiments, which indicates that the collapse of the Mott state is not controlled by the CDW order. Therefore, our findings obviously suggests that the emerging superconductivity of the present system does not follow the conventional wisdom of competing orders, calling for an exotic mechanism.
On the other hand, the present result is consistent with the ARPES observation of the pseudogap states in disordered 1T -TaS 2 by random Cu intercalants [25] , in which the pseudogap spectral function expected theoretically is very similar to what we observed here. The disorder effect on a Mott insulator has been extensively investigated, which leads generally to correlated metallic states with pseudogap features [43] . In our work, we evidenced that the LDOS exhibit a diverging spatial correlation at the Fermi level and weak multifractal behavior, which makes the disorder origin more clearly. In parallel, the general wisdom, so called Anderson theorem, proposed that the superconductivity is largely immune to disorder [44] . However, only very recently, it was theoretically suggested that the multifractality of the wave functions near the localization transition can enhance superconductivity [30] [31] [32] . The disorder-induced superconductivity was also discussed in 2H -TaSe 2 and 2H -NbSe 2 experimentally. [45] [46] [47] This new insight provides the microscopic mechanism of the emerging superconductivity and we think it could potentially be important for the intriguing superconductivity in our present system. Moreover, the tunability of the disorder by the Se concentration makes the present system even more attractive. A disordered correlated metallic state established here provides an interesting platform to find new many body quantum states such as those suggested in the presence of dilute magnetic viii impurities [48, 49] .
Methods
Experimental details
The high-quality single crystals of 1T -TaSSe (S/Se ratio being close to one-to-one) were synthesized by chemical vapor transport method with iodine as the transport agent. Details of the sample preparation were described elsewhere [29] . The crystals were cleaved in situ at room temperature in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber equipped with a commercial cryogenic STM (SPECS, Germany). STM experiments were performed by mechanically sharpened Pt-Ir wires at 4.3 K. The topographic images were taken in constant current mode with bias voltage V s applied to the sample, and the dI/dV spectra were acquired by using the lock-in technique with a voltage modulation of 5 mV and a frequency modulation of 1.0 kHz.
Calculation details
DFT calculations were performed by using the Vienna ab initio simulation package [50] within the Perdew-BurkeErnzerhof generalized gradient approximation [51] and the projector augmented wave method [52] . The single-layer 1T -TaS 2−x Se x was modeled with a vacuum spacing of about 13.6Å. We used a plane-wave basis set of 260 eV and a 8×8×1 k-point mesh for the √ 13 × √ 13 unit cell and atoms were relaxed until the residual force components were within 0.01 eV/Å. To more accurately represent the electronic correlation we used an on-site Coulomb energy of 1.5 eV for Ta 5d orbitals, which reproduces the experimental Mott gap size of 1T -TaS 2 .
Supplementary Note 1: Morphology of the Se substituted 1T -TaS 2
Figure S1 a shows a typical STM topographic image taken at 4.3 K within a single domain with the scanning area of 40×40 nm 2 at tunneling bias V s = + 800 mV and tunneling current I t = 50 pA. The long-range ordered CDW superstructure is evident, with the bright contrast corresponding to the CDW maxima of each David star cluster.
The statistics analysis was performed on several tens of line profiles for different images, and three typical of them are shown in Figure S1 f. The extracted periodicity of the CDW superstructure is about 1.238 ± 0.009 nm, which is larger than that of pristine 1T -TaS 2 (1.21 nm) due to the larger atomic radius of Se. Figure S1 b indicates the Fourier transformation of the topography image a. The FFT image displays strong CDW peaks with √ 13 × √ 13 superstructure and their higher order peaks, which rotate counterclockwise by 13.9
• from the primitive atomic lattice 1T - TaS • CDW orders coexist, corresponding to the two rotational domains, represented by red and blue lines, respectively. f The line profile of the CDW clusters as marked by the white lines in a, the periodicity of the CDW unit cells is 1.238 ± 0.009 nm.
Supplementary Note 2: Different brightness contrasts of the Se substituted 1T -TaS 2
Figure S2 a -p show the series of topographic images and their corresponding FFT images. The topographic images were acquired over a given area of 24×24 nm 2 at different bias, as indicated in the images. The hexagonal pattern of the CDW vector can be clearly observed from the FFT images, identifying that the long-ordered CDW structure is formed at low temperature for the case of 1T -TaSSe (S:Se ratio close to 1:1), which is very similar to that of 1T -TaS 2 . However, in contrast to the case of 1T -TaS 2 , the brightness contrast (topographic height) of each unit cell exhibits apparent variation, which was related to the different local Se concentration within the CDW unit cells [3] . Figure S3 a -h display these topographic images taken at different bias, in which the unit cells reveal different brightness contrasts. These unitcell-by-unitcell contrasts also depend strongly on the scanning bias as shown in the 
The STM topographic images of the 1T -TaSSe surface taken over the scanning area of 24×24 nm 2 at various sample bias, and their corresponding FFT images. a-b V s = + 500 mV, I t = 50 pA; c-d V s = -500 mV, I t = 50 pA; e-f V s = + 200 mV, I t = 50 pA; g-h V s = -200 mV, I t = 50 pA; i-j V s = + 50 mV, I t = 50 pA; k-l V s = -50 mV, I t = 50 pA; m-n V s = + 10 mV, I t = 50 pA; o-p V s = -10 mV, I t = 50 pA, as indicated in the images. 
Supplementary Note 3: STS spectra in the Se substituted 1T -TaS 2
In order to investigate the electronic structure variation over different CDW unit cells, scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) measurements were performed over many different unit cells. Note that the topographic image in Figure. S4 a shows the different brightness for the CDW maxima over neighboring unit cells, which indicates different Se concentration and/or configuration within each unit cell. Figure S4 b-d shows the typical dI/dV spectra on CDW maxima of different unit cells, as marked in Figure. S4 a. These spectra are collected into groups according to the topographic contrasts of unit cells as classified in Figure. S3. The thick (thin) solid lines correspond to the averaged (individual) dI/dV spectra on a given group of unit cells with similar contrasts. The individual spectra within a group show substantially larger variation between unit cells than those of pristine 1T -TaS 2 case [1] . However, the averaged spectra from different contrast groups have little difference, resembling similar spectral features. These findings indicate that the unitcell-by-unitcell variation of the spectra has a random character and is not systematically governed by the topographic contrasts. The topographic contrasts are respected to be related to the local Se concentration/configuration. Therefore, we can conclude that the spectra feature are not correlated with the local Se concentration (see below). Figure S6 . This part was not considered properly in the previous work [3] . Averaged DOS of these atomic configurations in Figure S7 c is comparable to the experimental (averaged) dI/dV spectra in a much better agreement than the averaged one over different Se concentrations (for a binomial distribution) shown in Figure S6 c, while they still miss the most important pseudogap feature. We may suggest that the major source of the disorder can be the Based on the theoretical predictions, the critical states are expected to represent the multifractal spatial structure, which is related to the scale-invariant nature of the wave function. The multifractal structure is usually described by analysis of the self-similarity through the singularity spectrum f (α). Physically, f (α) describes all the fractal dimensions that share a common exponent α in a spatial pattern, where the eigenfunction intensity satisfy Ψ 2 ( r) ∼ L −α [4] [5] [6] . A variety of techniques have been developed to calculate f (α). Here, the multifractal spectra is calculated by following the method developed in Ref. [6] . The spatial probability distribution of the wave function
The multifractal spectrum can be achieved by the Legendre transform
According to the method proposed by Chahabra and Jensen, the multifractal spectra f (α) can be calculated as follows
Figure 9 a-c shows the f (α) calculated by using the box-counting technique [5, 6] 
